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Parent Help Guide
The transition from speaking a sentence to writing a sentence



Communication and language is the foundations of all literacy skills

Communication and language is one of the three prime areas within the Early Years Foundation Stage 
(EYFS). Each prime area is divided into early learning goals, for communication and language these are:

● Listening and attention - these skills support language learning and include the ability to 
discriminate sounds and maintain and monitor attention in a shared context.

● Understanding - young children gradually develop the ability to understand words in context, 
beginning with single words and building on this with phrases and more and more complex 
sentences.

● Speaking - this allows children to express their feelings, needs and wants, their thoughts and ideas 
and be able to talk about what has happened and about creative or imaginative events.

As children develop speaking and listening skills, they're building the foundations for literacy and 
learning. Plus, they're learning key skills like how to express themselves and make friends. 

The Communication trust offers a range of information, advice and support for practitioners and parents.

https://www.gov.uk/government/publications/early-years-foundation-stage-framework--2
https://www.pacey.org.uk/news-and-views/pacey-blog/2016/july-2016/top-tips-for-listening/
https://my.optimus-education.com/sites/optimus-education.com/files/attachments/articles/cl_understanding_1.pdf
https://wordsforlife.org.uk/
http://www.thecommunicationtrust.org.uk/early-years/


As your child moves through Reception, we begin to apply these speaking skills to their writing. Children 
will need to be able to speak their ideas and then apply their phonic awareness to write them down. For 
some children, the transition from speaking to writing ideas is a scary one. Children often have the tools 
and required knowledge- they just lack the skills to give it a go!

Children also need to know its okay to be wrong! It’s okay for things to be tricky.

This allows them to build resilience a key skill in learning.

Practise, Practise and practise, is the key!

Children will need to start of slowly, writing one word; a label, then a couple of words and then onto a 
fully sentence.

Communication & Language and the links to writing.



One tool we use at Hillcross 
to support children in 

speaking their ideas in a 
sentence and then writing 

their ideas in a sentence is: 

Colourful 
Semantics

Today, we are going to talk you 
through the process so you can 
help and support your child at 

home.

Each section will have a video 
to show how it is used in school



Noun
We begin with looking at the 
noun in the sentence, who the 
sentence is about.

You can use objects at home, 
like characters, objects, animals. 
Use pictures or their toys. 

https://docs.google.com/file/d/1tvnZKM71b9-SkV-RTNixMPHCXypgMkls/preview


Verb
Next we look at the verb in the 
sentence, what is the noun doing, 
what action is being completed.

What is the character doing.

You can play lots of action games 
with your child to help them act 
out verbs.

The boy is eating.

A girl jumps.

The dog is running.

https://docs.google.com/file/d/1LUgd8Z4-_9mxT6TpCYP3Ge8sMnByxFOz/preview


What is happening?
So when your child has the first 2 parts 
of their sentence, they can then extend 
this by explain what the character is 
doing or how they are doing it.

E.g. 
The boy is eating a banana

A girl jumps on the bed

The dog is running to the shop

This may require your child to use 
prepositions such as ‘on’ ‘in’ ‘at’ ‘to’ Now hear 

how the 
child uses 
the cards 
to speak a 
sentence.

https://docs.google.com/file/d/1enq11ai9vkcPZhskgAG7Eso17WN49we8/preview
https://docs.google.com/file/d/1zVpe7OY4PFbHpAWQdUONZFMzyRlAwsWO/preview


The overview
These are the first four stages that we 
focus on.
Initially it is in speaking, as you see 
from the videos the children do not 
write to begin with.
These speaking skills are learnt 
alongside the phonics and reading 
skills in school.
Once the children are confident in 
speaking a sentence we can then 
start to write this. 
Once they have written the 
sentence we then ask the children 
to underline the noun, verb and the 
what? In their colours.

https://docs.google.com/file/d/1wcL08eezz_jjqxWA2XI3Q-kbC85wOOoT/preview


Moving from Speaking to Writing
The move from speaking a sentence will happen slowly. The children will need to be secure in their phonics knowledge 
before writing is possible.

In autumn term of Reception, we will write words- segmenting and blending these using the phonemes and graphemes 
we know.
What can we write?

shopping lists, labelling pictures, writing our names and our family names.

In spring term, we will begin to write captions and phrases- applying our growing phonics awareness to writing words 
phonetically.
This then moves into writing short sentences, using nown key words spelt correctly, all other words will still be spelt 
phonetically
What can we write?

caption to our pictures, a question, a letter, factual writing

In summer term, we will write sentences and short stories- applying our awareness of alternative phonics codes to help 
our spelling develop. We will begin to use finger spaces, punctuation and correctly spelt key words in our writing.
What can we write?

more detailed sentences, letters, recounts of an event, stories.



How can we help?
When your child wants to or is asked to write their ideas, ensure they speak them outloud first. You may 
need to re-say the sentence in a much simpler way. Children will often extend what they want to write 
‘One day there was a little boy and he went to a park and he played on the slide.’
As adults we can recast this as ‘There was a boy’ or ‘On day we met a boy’.

Once we have a sentence, we then say the sentence again and count the words.

It is important to ensure that we only use cursive writing from the beginning of their journey.

-In the beginning, you may help to write the first part of the sentence for your child and they write only the 
last word.

-Then build up to them writing half the sentence.

-Finally they will be confident to write the whole sentence.

Only when your child is confidently writing would be then focus on finger spaces, punctuation, and then 
spelling. In the beginning, the children will write without leaving spaces but this is okay, we would only 
address this once they are happily writing and confident in ‘having a go’.



Supportive aids

● As your child writes, they may find a sound mat useful.

The Phonics International alphabet code with pictures 

is a great resources and can be downloaded for free here. 

● Holding a sentence in their head and recalling it over and over is a skill in itself. 

Children often write the first word and then forget the rest of their sentence!  Sound 

buttons can also be used to record your child speaking their sentence. They can then 

press it to replay the sentence again and again as they write.

● Handwriting is also an important skill to learn alongside writing. You can access all 

the information needed on our Hillcross cursive script here.  

http://www.alphabeticcodecharts.com/Training_illustrated_The%20English%20Alphabetic%20Code.pdf
https://www.amazon.co.uk/Inventiv-Recordable-Talking-Playback-Recorder-Green/dp/B07FMLW6PC/ref=sr_1_1_sspa?dchild=1&keywords=recordable+button&qid=1611488897&sr=8-1-spons&psc=1&spLa=ZW5jcnlwdGVkUXVhbGlmaWVyPUEzRElIT0NVTTNQM0dRJmVuY3J5cHRlZElkPUEwNjk0MTUwMTA0M1ZUUzFJR0RFWCZlbmNyeXB0ZWRBZElkPUEwNjM1MjgyMUk4Nk0xTTFCNDdRTCZ3aWRnZXROYW1lPXNwX2F0ZiZhY3Rpb249Y2xpY2tSZWRpcmVjdCZkb05vdExvZ0NsaWNrPXRydWU=
https://www.amazon.co.uk/Inventiv-Recordable-Talking-Playback-Recorder-Green/dp/B07FMLW6PC/ref=sr_1_1_sspa?dchild=1&keywords=recordable+button&qid=1611488897&sr=8-1-spons&psc=1&spLa=ZW5jcnlwdGVkUXVhbGlmaWVyPUEzRElIT0NVTTNQM0dRJmVuY3J5cHRlZElkPUEwNjk0MTUwMTA0M1ZUUzFJR0RFWCZlbmNyeXB0ZWRBZElkPUEwNjM1MjgyMUk4Nk0xTTFCNDdRTCZ3aWRnZXROYW1lPXNwX2F0ZiZhY3Rpb249Y2xpY2tSZWRpcmVjdCZkb05vdExvZ0NsaWNrPXRydWU=
https://debbiehepplewhitehandwriting.com/


Where?
Once the children are secure in a 
simple sentence, we can begin to add 
more detail to the sentence to give the 
listener more information and to build 
a picture of the event,

E.g. 
The boy is eating a banana at school.

A girl jumps on the bed in her 
bedroom.

The dog is running on the road to get 
to the shop. 

Challenge as well as supporting moving the learning  on...



Challenge as well as supporting moving the learning  on...
Colourful Semantics can also 
help to challenge and develop a 
child’s writing skills. Once they 
are secure in the initial 4 
sentence focus questions, we 
can then move onto include 
more detail.

This focuses on time, when the 
actions are happening...e.g. 

The boy is eating a banana at school in 
the morning.

In the evening, the girl jumps on the bed 
in her bedroom. 

The dog is running on the road to get to 
the shop before breakfast.



Only when the children are secure in this format of 
sentence structure, 
we then progress 
to introducing ...

Adjectives- describing 
words
The little boy is eating a yellow 
banana at school in the 
morning.

In the evening, the girl jumps on 
the bed in her bedroom. 

The spotty dog is running on the 
bumpy road to get to the shop 
before breakfast.



Help at home.


